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Installing the New Bergey Wind Turbine at the
Oliver Observing Station (article, p. 4)
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  Sunday, December 12, 4-8 p.m. Annual Holiday Potluck
     at the Hamming Astronomy Center. RSVP to
     883-1000.

Wanda Hamming

In 1999, Wanda Hamming poses at the dedication pf  MIRA’s Richard W.
Hamming Astronomy Center.

Sparkling eyes and a quick, no nonsense wit is how I will
always remember Wanda Hamming.  She passed away 9
August of  this year.  Her husband, mathematician Richard
W. Hamming, was
world famous but
she was an equal to
his presence in their
daily lives.
Although her degree
was in English
literature, her minor
was math, and when
they moved to New
Mexico in 1945 for
Dick to join the
Manhattan Project,
she worked in the
calculating division
for such luminaries
as the famous Italian
physicist Enrico
Fermi and Edward
Teller, the father of
the H-bomb.  They
were long-time
devotees to astronomy
– Dick read the
Harvard astronomy series to Wanda – so it was no surprise
that they were among the charter members of the Friends
of  MIRA when it was formed one evening in Ansel
Adams’ living room.
They always attended MIRA events with Dick sporting his
iconic plaid jacket.  Starting in 1984, Wanda became the
Newsletter’s proofreader and nothing escaped her view.  In
1998, Dick passed away (see the MIRA Spring 1998 NL);
in 1999 the primary MIRA building at the Marina campus
was christened the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy
Center, both in honor of the long-time involvement of the
Hammings and a generous gift made by Wanda in memory

of  her husband to complete renovations to the building.  I
wish she could be an honored guest at the dedication of
the forthcoming new addition to the highbay.

Many references on
the Web, and a nice
obituary in the
Monterey Herald,
also on-line, cover
many of the facets of
her deep involvement
in life.  Even in recent
years, a visit to Wanda
required finding
room in her busy
schedule.  I always
felt charmed in her
vivacious presence;
she will be sorely
missed.

Hanging over our roof
there is a star as large as a window
and the star has a tail
and it moves across the sky
like a chariot on fire!

      Gian Carlo Menotti
      “Amahl and the Night Visitors”
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The sudden passing in September of another long-time
MIRA supporter, Patricia Compton, also saddens us.  Patti
joined the Board of  Directors in March 1989 and served as
Board Secretary beginning in 1992.  Her visionary thinking
and persistence greatly contributed to MIRA’s acquiring our
Astronomy Center campus when the former Ft. Ord was
decommissioned.

As the owner of  Who’s Who in Art Gallery in Carmel,
Patti coordinated the auction of pioneer space artist Chesley
Bonestell’s original oil paintings after his death in 1986,
raising nearly $19,000 to endow MIRA’s Bonestell Lecture
Series, now in its 22nd year.  She organized an International
Space Art Show in December 1994 as a benefit for MIRA’s
education programs, bringing 130 pieces of Russian and
American art, several artists, and even cosmonaut Alexei
Leonov and astronaut Alan Shepard to Monterey.

Patti was the daring member of the Board, contributing
at least one out-of-the-box idea at each meeting.  Some
were impractical, all were innovative, and several had
profound impacts on MIRA’s development.  Her cheerful
guidance and enthusiasm are already sorely missed.

Patricia Comption

Patti Compton with her partner Roc Trout.

Space Adventure Camp
at MIRA

Dr. Bruce Weaver surrounded by enthusiastic students.

The “terrestrial planets.” Students illustrate the scale of  the
solar system by holding scale models of the Sun and planets
at scale distances. The “Sun” is a ball about 6” in diameter,
held by the young man closest to the fence; the student in
the foreground holds a tiny seed representing Mars. Behind
her are Earth and Venus (Mercury is omitted).
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by Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver
Wind

Sky!  MIRA’s Oliver Observing Station is all about its
sky.  On the astronomy side, most of  it is pristine dark and
the Pacific airflow is very non-turbulent.  But for these very-
hard-to-find features and a bit of altitude – 5000 feet of it
– we must live beyond the end of the sidewalk and beyond
the utilities most of us take for granted.

The OOS lives off the grid.  The most critical utility we
must provide for ourselves is electricity.  Telescope, instru-
ments, computers, CCD cameras, ...well, just about every-
thing uses electricity.

For 25 years, most of  our electricity has come from a

Bergey installers climb the 60-foot tower that has supported the
Jacobs wind turbine since 1984.

synergistic combination of  solar and wind power.  In the
summer, when the wind is low, our passively tracking solar
panels are able to provide power for over 12 hours with
enough extra to charge the batteries for the night.  As the
days shorten and the sun drops lower in the southern skies,
the wind picks up and the electricity from the wind turbine
provides the essential power.  For those cloudy, still days or
for extraordinary power demand (like the well-attended
Perseid Party in August), we fall back on generator power.

Well, except for last winter when, after 25 years, our
Jacobs wind turbine failed convincingly.  After several unsuc-
cessful efforts to revive it, and, in light of the scarcity of
replacement parts, it was time to replace it with a more
modern turbine.  We chose a Bergey turbine, out of  Okla-

The Jacobs wind turbine swings free.
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homa.  It had a similar rating as the Jacobs (10 kilowatts at
peak power) and they had a design for charging batteries at
our unusually high battery voltage of  120 volts.

While we waited for the installation and the photovoltaic
power that the summer sun would bring, we spent thousands
of  dollars on LP for the generators.  It is this kind of  expense
that makes the use of a wind turbine at the OOS an essential
economy.  Since the new turbine has been installed, we have
had to run a generator only once.  Alternate energy is not an
optional luxury at MIRA, it is a way of life.

The new turbine arrives.

Administrator’s Corner
by Tami Huntley

Mary Babcock, of  New London, Ohio, studies the MIRA
Newsletter.

Our Far-Flung Correspondents

With perfect observing conditions and 85 Friends of
MIRA we enjoyed an excellent Perseids meteor shower. The
congregation of youngsters on the upper deck stopped
counting at 85 meteors. Dr. Babcock instructed us when and
where to look to spot an Iridium satellite flare. The blue-green
flash of  the satellite was amazing. Personally, I’m not sure
which part I enjoyed most: the meteor shower, the satellite, or
catching up with all of you.

Over the summer MIRA hosted a day of the Monterey
Lyceum’s Space Adventure Camp (see photos, p. 3). Twenty-
five children came to the Hamming Center to learn about our
galaxy and observe the Sun from the Weaver Student Obser-
vatory. We look forward to working with the Space Adventure
Camp next summer.

The Holiday Potluck will be on 12 December from 4 to 8
p.m.. MIRA will provide the main entrée of  smoked meats
from the Central Texan. Returning this year will be the now-
infamous chocolate fountain; wear dark colors.

For all our educator friends, let us help if  you are doing a
space/astronomy section in class. We welcome field trips to the
Hamming Astronomy Center and provide astronomers to
help answer questions from the kids. All these educational
activities are free.

MIRA Volunteers Needed

You might be surprised to learn that MIRA has no full-
time employees. Even our part-time employees volunteer
much of  their effort at MIRA. So, what MIRA accom-
plishes in education and research is always partly, if  not
completely, due to the efforts of  volunteers.

Our volunteers help with all aspects of MIRA. Steve
Evans, who just moved to Texas, had the skills to help with
welding and weather-proofing of  the Student Observatory.
A CSUMB student is helping with the construction of the
echelle spectrograph--MIRA’s most ambitious instrumenta-
tion development project to date. Yesterday, I was changing
fluorescent light bulbs in the library and computer room.

MIRA volunteers aid with all manner of jobs from
assisting in research into the formation of  solar systems,
repainting doors, calibration of spectra, assisting with
Newsletter mailings, designing new parts of the web pages,
working with visiting classes, ... your interests and skills can
be of great help here. Contact us at 883-1000.

by Wm. Bruce Weaver
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The Fall Sky
by Rod Norden
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Our central coast fall evenings are great for observing
until the rainy season begins.  As the Sun sets, the Milky Way
and the Summer Triangle are visible in the western sky.  By
December, Orion will dominate the eastern sky at dusk.
The centerpiece of the fall sky is Pegasus high in the south.
The South Galactic Pole is low in the southern sky in
autumn.

Besides the numerous galaxies in the fall sky, there are
two very interesting
globular clusters that are
among the season’s
showpieces, the close
neighbors M15 and M2.
Last year’s Fall Sky
article mentioned the
unusual planetary nebula
Pease 1 and many
resolved stars in M15,
located near Epsilon
Pegasi.

This year I’d like to
talk about the bright
globular cluster Messier
2, which can easily be
found a quarter of the
way from Beta Aquarii
to Epsilon Pegasi, both
fairly bright stars.  At
magnitude 6.3, M2 is
surprisingly difficult to
see with the naked eye in
a very dark sky.  It is a
dense globular cluster
about 10 arc minutes in diameter, so it responds well to
increasing aperture.  My 4” refractor shows an unresolved
hazy sphere which looks like a comet’s nucleus, but my 10”
reflector begins to show numerous faint stars in front of the
unresolved center.  My 18” reflector does a good job of
resolving the globular cluster.  In early July of  1975, there
appeared to be two fuzzy globes in the same field of view
in smaller telescopes.  The other one was a new comet
found independently by several observers.  It was Comet
Kobayashi-Berger-Milon (1975h).  These were the first three
observers to report the comet to the International Astro-
nomical Union’s Central Bureau for Astronomical Tele-

grams, but more than 50 independent reports were received
that July, probably bacuse the comet appearing so close and
so similar in size and brightness to M2.  It appears that
many of  Charles Messier’s objects do, in fact, look like
comets!

Another object of  interest is the first one on Messier’s
list, M1, popularly known as “The Crab Nebula,” located
one degree from Zeta Tauri.  Messier independently found

it in 1758, and it is
believed to be the object
that finally caused
Messier to begin compil-
ing his famous list of
objects that looked like
comets but didn’t move
in the sky as real comets
would.  We now know
that this is the remnant
of a supernova that
appeared on 4 July  1054
AD.  It was visible in the
daytime for 23 days, and
remained visible for 653
days!  The Crab contains
a very powerful radio
and X-ray source, and at
its center is a visible
pulsar (a neutron star
rotating at 30 times a
second).  This was the
first pulsar ever found to
be emitting in the optical
portion of the spectrum.
The discovery was made

by three University of Arizona astronomers in January 1969
using Steward Observatory’s 36-inch reflector.  There are
many fine sources for more information.  M1 appears as an
elongated smudge in small telescopes, but with my 10”
reflector, I can begin to see small indentations at the edges
of the nebula.  These filaments are much easier to see in my
18” under dark sky.  There is debate on whether various
nebular filters improve the visibility of the structures along
the edge.  What do you think?  Have you ever noticed the
filaments?

While thinking about Messier 1 and 2, I wondered

The globular cluster M2 (Doug Williams, N.A. Sharp/AURA/
NOAO/NSF).
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about entries 1 and 2 of  the New General Catalog.  As it
happens, both NGC 1 and NGC 2 are faint galaxies less
than two arc minutes apart in Pegasus!  NGC 1 is a magni-
tude brighter and closer to the earth than NGC 2.

Planets

Mercury is very well placed for morning observation
during late October, and comes into position for evening
observation in December.

Venus reaches inferior conjunction on 29 October,
becoming a morning object in November and moving
rapidly away from the Sun, rising more than 3 hours before
the Sun by the end of the month.  The planet reaches
greatest brilliance in early December and will be spectacular
before sunrise.

Earth has its shortest day, latest sunrise and earliest
sunset on different days in late December.  The differences
are due to the fact that we use mean solar time and not the
actual local solar time.  The Winter Solstice occurs at 3:42
p.m. PST (23:42 UT) on 21 December.

Mars remains low in the southwest and participates in
several conjunctions in the evening sky.

Jupiter remains bright in the evening sky throughout
the period.  The planet is 0.8 degree south of Uranus at
opposition.  Jupiter will be near perihelion in its 12 year
orbit, so its angular diameter is about as large as it can
appear at 49.9 arc-seconds.  Note that the disks of  the four
Galilean moons are about half the size of the small greenish
disk of  Uranus.

Saturn is in conjunction with the Sun on 1 October,
and proceeds steadily away from the Sun as the end of the
year approaches.  At the end of  December, Saturn will be
rising well before the Sun.

Uranus remains in the vicinity of Jupiter, visible most
of  the night in Aquarius.  Jupiter and Uranus were less than
1 degree apart on 18 September, their closest approach to
each other since June.

Neptune remains in Capricornus in the evening sky
throughout the period, slightly brighter than 8th magnitude.

Pluto moves closer to the Sun this fall at 14th magni-
tude in Sagittarius, and is in conjunction with the Sun on 26
December, only two days later than last year.

Meteor Showers

There are three major showers during the fall months,

the Orionids in mid-October with a nearly full Moon, the
Leonids in mid-November also with a gibbous Moon, and
the Geminids in mid-December with minimal moonlight to
interfere after midnight.

A gibbous Moon will affect early viewing of both the
Orionids and Leonids, but there will be a couple of hours
of  darkness before dawn that will allow good viewing.  The
Orionids peak on the night of 22 October and the Leonids
reach maximum on 17 November.

This is a good year to observe the dependable
Geminids at their maximum in the early morning hours of
14 December.  In a very dark sky, it is not difficult for a
single observer to see 60 or more “shooting stars” in an
hour from a dark location.

I have found it interesting to note the parent objects of
our meteor showers.  The Orionids are associated with our
most famous comet, 1P/Halley..  The Leonids are associ-
ated with comet 55P/Temple-Tuttle.  The Geminids, on the
other hand, are not associated with a comet, but rather an
asteroid, 3200 Phaethon.

Comets

This fall features Comet 103/P (Hartley 2) which is
passes very near the earth (0.12AU) on 20 October, one
week before it passes perihelion.  The comet will be well
placed for us as it moves south through Auriga and Gemini,
and may be as bright as 4th magnitude.  Comet 103/P
(Hartley 2) will end the year in Canis Major.  No other
comets estimated to be brighter than 12th magnitude are
predicted for this fall.

Eclipses

There will be a total eclipse of the Moon on the night
of  20-21 December.  Central California is perfectly placed
to see the entire eclipse during the night.  At the moment of
maximum eclipse, the Moon will be only a few degrees
from the zenith.  The Moon first encounters the penumbra
at 9:28 p.m. PST, and enters the umbra (the dark part of  the
eclipse) at 10:32 p.m.  Totality begins at 11:40 p.m., and ends
at 12:54 a.m.  Mid-eclipse is at 12:17 a.m.  The Moon leaves
the umbra at 2:02 a.m., and leaves the penumbra at 3:06
a.m.  It is interesting to note the darkness of  the Moon’s
disk, which varies according to clarity of  the Earth’s atmo-
sphere along the limb around the globe.  At mid-eclipse, the
Moon can appear like a hot penny or all the way to a nearly
invisible dark gray object.  A French astronomer, A.
Danjon, has developed a five-level scale to estimate the
relative darkness of the fully eclipsed Moon, with L=0
indicating a dark, nearly invisible Moon to L=4 indicating a
very bright red or orange Moon.
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Staff

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Oliver Observing Station under permit from the U.S. Dept. of
Agriculture-Forest Service.

*  *  *
The Monterey Institute for Research in Astronomy owns and operates

the Richard W. Hamming Astronomy Center and the Ralph Knox Shops
through an arrangement with the U.S. Dept. of  Education.

Friends of Membership
I would like to become a Friend of MIRA and receive the quarterly
MIRA Newsletter.
Enclosed is my membership donation of $_______________
In addition, I am making a special contribution of ________

$2500 Associates Circle                 $100 Sponsor
$1000 Associate                              $50 Family
$500 Patron                                    $35 Member
$250 Sustaining                               $15 Student
MIRA welcomes cor porate and business members. Contributions

are tax deductible as allowed by law.

Name_________________________________________

Address_______________________________________

City, State, Zip___________________________________

Phone/e-mail____________________________________

Visit our Web site and Field Trips to the Stars:
www.mira.org

E-mail us at mira@mira.org

RETURN SERVICE
REQUESTED

John Babcock
David George

Karin Strasser Kauffman
Eric, Julia, & Phillip Merlo

Gary W. Ulrich & Linda L. Rodriguez
Michael Stamp & Molly Ericksin

Welcome to our new Friends

Thanks!

Gordon Jones, Chair, Board of Directors
Dr. Wm. Bruce Weaver, Astronomer & Director

Tami Huntley, Administrator
Dr. Arthur Babcock, Astronomer
Dr. Craig Chester, Astronomer
Dr. Martin Cohen, Astronomer

Donna Dulo, Docent
Dr. James Eagle, Docent
Brian Jacobson, Docent

Gary Love, Physicist
Jim Neeland, Volunteer Systems Administrator

Walter Owen, OOS Caretaker
Josh Rodeen, Volunteer

Dr. Whitney Shane, Astronomer and Charles
Hitchcock Adams Fellow
Joanna Sorci, Librarian

Dr. Russell Walker, Astronomer


